
Stuart Turnbull's Guide to Selling Louis Wain's Cats! 

All Rights Reserved 

This ebook is the copyright of Stuart Turnbull and no part of it may be copied, 
altered or duplicated in any way without the permission of the copyright holder.

The author has striven to be as accurate and complete as possible in the 
completion of this guide, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or 
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 
changing nature of the internet. 

This is a guide to selling vintage prints online. In practical advice books like 
anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are 
cautioned to rely upon their own judgement about their individual 
circumstances and to act accordingly. 

This ebook is not intended as a source of legal, business, accounting or 
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek the services of competent 
professionals in these fields.

Any perceived slights of specific people or organizations are unintentional.

 Due Diligence 

The niches that I feature in my training are carefully researched to ensure that 
they are profitable and the information provided is accurate at the time of 
publication, please be aware that ebay and Etsy prices will go up and down 
over time so it is vital that you carry out your own due diligence research 
BEFORE investing any of your hard earned cash into items for resale. 
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Introduction

Regular readers of my blog and emails will be very familiar with one of my 
favourite online income streams which involves selling the illustrations 
removed from vintage books.

I have been making great profits with this model since 2004 and I share all of 
my tried and tested methods and techniques in my Prints Make Profits course.

This is a ridiculously simple and fun idea that involves identifying popular book 
print niches and artists, buying cheap vintage books, removing and listing the 
prints on ebay and/or Etsy (I prefer Etsy) then popping the sold prints into 
rigid mailers and shipping them off to your buyers!

Anybody can do this regardless of personal circumstances to earn a very nice 
part time income and in this short guide I am sharing one of my best sellers!
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Louis Wain's cats are extremely popular and there is a hungry market on Etsy 
(and elsewhere!) for these wonderfully comic cat creations!

Here are just a few of the 5 star feedback messages from my Etsy shop
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Who Was Louis Wain?

Louis Wain was born in Clerkenwell, London in 1860 the oldest of 6 children 
and the only boy.

Wain studied at the West London School of Art and briefly taught there, at the 
age of 20 his father died and he was left to support his mother and 5 sisters.

After his teaching position he became a freelance artist and achieved 
considerable success drawing animals (notably dogs and livestock) and country
scenes.

It was while Wain's wife Emily was suffering with breast cancer that he began 
to draw sketches of their pet cat Peter to comfort her.

Emily encouraged Wain to have the pictures published but unfortunately she 
did not live to see this ambition realized.

Wain's first picture of cats showing human characteristics was published in the 
Christmas 1886 issue of the Illustrated London News – the picture titled “A 
Kitten's Christmas Party” showed 150 cats doing various human tasks, many of
whom resembled Peter. Initially these cats are shown unclothed and without 
human expressions but over the subsequent years Wain's cats began to walk 
upright, wear the fashionable clothing of the time and display exaggerated 
human facial expressions.

'Anthropomorphic' animal portraits were particularly popular in Victorian 
England and Wain's cats smoking cigars, going to the races or enjoying a night 
at the opera really struck a chord with the public!

Wain continued to develop his style using cats to parody human bahaviour, he 
was a prolific artist who produced thousands of works during his 30 year 
career.

Wain was actively involved with many animal charities and he felt that his work
helped to wipe out the contempt in which the cat had been held in England.
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A Hot Niche?

In the following sections I will demonstrate the popularity of Wain's cat art by 
sharing my Etsy sales history with you, I will also drill down into the numbers 
using my favourite Etsy research tool plus an analysis of my own sales figures 
to show you the profits that can be made in this exciting niche!

The following screenshots are taken from within my Etsy shop manager;

The arrows indicate the total number of sales I have made and the total 
revenue for each individual print.
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You'll notice that the prices and revenue are quoted in euros (my local 
currency, 1 euro = $1.17 at the time of writing)
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If you add up the revenue figures you'll see that total revenue is euro 1,398.75
which equals $1,647.73

Marmalead the world's best Etsy research tool (I use and recommend it 
highly!) analyses the keywords used in all of the listings on Etsy. The following 
screenshot shows the results for the search term “Louis Wain cat print”

The numbers I particularly look for are the number of shops competing – which
is only 35 in this case and the average sale price - $15.42
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Where To Find The Books

When you research this niche on ebay and Etsy you'll notice that many of the 
sellers are listing prints taken from the antique books illustrated by Louis Wain 
– the problem with this approach is that the scarcity of the source books 
makes them both expensive and difficult to acquire.

My approach is to source copies of much more modern publications which is 
very easy to do because these are both PLENTIFUL and CHEAP!

(Please remember that Etsy's definition of “vintage” is 20 years and older)

All of the 18 prints shown above are taken from one book;

“Louis Wain's Cats” written by Michael Parkin and published by Thames and 
Hudson in 1983 ISBN: 0-500-01319-5

I buy many of my copies of this book on ebay – I have my search terms saved 
and receive an email from ebay whenever a new copy is listed.

I also use addall.com (a book search and price comparison site that compares 
the prices from 20,000 sellers worldwide).

TIP
When you are searching used book sites like addall.com you should use a 
variety of search terms;

The actual title of the book as shown here;
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at the time of writing this search produced 25 matching titles with the 
cheapest priced at $6.25

I also recommend a search for the title “cats” with the keywords “Louis Wain” 
because many sellers will misdescribe the book in their listings – this search 
brings 31 results with the cheapest priced at $2.67

Finally, do a search for “Louis Wain's Edwardian Cats” which is an identical 
book – same contents, same ISBN but a slightly different title.

The last copy I purchased (on ebay) cost me $3.75 which works out at just 21 
cents per print!

Average revenue per print   $8.36
Less costs
Cost of print                           .21 
Etsy sales fee (3.5%)              .29
Etsy listing fee                        .20
Etsy Payments fee                   .59
Cellophane bag                       .16
Rigid mailer                            .21
                                       -----------
                                           $6.70 Net Profit per print
The total profit from each copy of the book is $120.60 which I'm sure you'll 
agree is a spectacular return from a $3.75 investment! (3,216%!)
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Preparing The Prints For Listing

Step one is to remove the pages from the book without damaging them.
If you take a close look at the end of the spine of the book you'll notice that 
the pages are bound into the spine in groups.

Opening the book and leafing through the pages until you find the middle of 
one of the page groups you'll notice that the pages are bound together by fine 
cords.
Simply take a sharp craft knife and snip the cords as shown in the image 
taking care not to nick the page with the point of the knife.
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The pages will simply pull out of the binding in twos:-

All you have to do then is separate the two prints by cutting down the middle –
you can use a sharp craft knife up against a metal ruler for this.
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Step two is to scan each of your prints to provide the images for your listings.

A basic home printer/scanner/copier is perfectly adequate for this job – I use a
Kodak ESP C110

You can pick up a bargain on eBay!

Be sure to do your scans at 300 DPI to ensure your Etsy listing image shows 
nice sharp detail.

BONUS!

I want to make your life as easy as possible so I am sharing my personal 300 
DPI scans with you!

This is also great news if you don't have access to a scanner allowing you to 
start selling and making money before investing in your own machine!

Please click HERE to download a zip file containing my scans.

Listing Tips

You'll notice that there are 29 scanned images taken from the book but if you 
refer back to the section entitled “A Hot Niche?” you'll see I am only selling 18 
of these from my Etsy shop.

The method I employ whenever I first list a collection of book prints is to list all
of them for 4 months (costs 20c per listing). When I have made enough sales 
to be confident that I am onto a winner I invest in another cheap copy of the 
book and renew the sold out listings, any that expire after 4 months without a 
sale are not renewed.

This way I am not wasting listing fees on unpopular images.
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Over time it becomes clear which are the most popular images – these often 
sell within days of being relisted so I test them with increased prices and use 
trial and error until I establish their 'sweet spot'.

I sell the most popular 9 from the 18 regular sellers at a premium price and 
you should aim to do this too.

 Guide to Packaging & Shipping

As the majority of Etsy buyers are located in the US it is essential that you ship
internationally if you live outside of the US.

I use the cheapest, no frills (no tracking, no signature required) airmail service
available – and find this to be more than satisfactory for my purposes.

My packages usually reach the US within 1 week which keeps my buyers very 
happy and I have only had one lost package since I opened my Etsy shop.

I pass on the full shipping cost to my buyers.

Packing Materials

I place all of my prints into self seal cellophane bags measuring 12x8.5 inches 
(A4) with multiple purchases I put all of the prints into 1 bag.

I buy my bags in lots of 100 on ebay.

I then slip the bag into an A4 sized board backed envelope which I buy in 
boxes of 125.

My recommended packaging suppliers are:-

UK - www.defendapack.com/      US - www.bubblefast.com/

Thank You Note

I include the following thank you note with all of my packages:-
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I print the thank you note onto good quality 120 gsm paper and hand write the
buyer's name at the top, add an expiry date for my free shipping offer (short 
dated offers are more likely to be used) and hand sign it at the bottom.

(You are welcome to use my note as a guide to writing your own but please
don't copy/paste it.)

More Louis Wain Titles

There are many more books containing Louis Wain's popular cat art, here are a
few I have come across during my research (please note that I haven't 
purchased any of these titles but from my research they do appear to contain 
lots of full page, full colour prints suitable for resale).
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“Catland” written by Rodney Dale and published in 1977 by Duckworth
ISBN: 07156 1164 X

This is a hardback book measuring 11x9 inches and said to contain “wonderful 
full page illustrations”. The cheapest copy listed on addall.com at the time of 
writing is $3.60

===========================

“The English Cat Artist” by Heather Latimer published in 2002 by Papyrus 
ISBN: 0943698278

Said to contain “over 65 cat pictures” the cheapest copy listed on addall.com is
$23.99

===================
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“Louis Wain 1860-1939” this is an art exhibition catalogue published by Chris 
Beetles Ltd in 1989.
Measuring 8.25x8.25 inches this book is said to contain “profuse colour and 
b/w plates” the cheapest addall.com copy is $6.65

Concluding Thoughts

As I said in my introduction Louis Wain book prints are one of my favourite 
lines that I sell from my Etsy shop. Of course, this little idea won't make you 
rich or change your life but it is a very hot niche and as such it has the power 
to help you get started.

I know from experience that getting started is the hardest part of any new 
venture but getting a few sales under your belt builds your confidence and 
gives you the energy to crack on and research the niche further.

I find that I start researching one artist/niche and this often leads to another 
and another and it doesn't take a huge amount of work to fill your Etsy shop 
with popular images and begin enjoying multiple, daily sales!
(my own Etsy book print shop has around 150 different listings and these are 
taken from only 4 individual titles covering just 3 popular subjects!)

I'd like to wish you the very best for the future and assure you that I'm always 
here if you need me; stuart@stuart-turnbull.com
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